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From The Editor –
As shop owners, soon you will be able to take a step back
and breathe from the busy winter sewing season. And for
you designers and seamstresses, I hope you are comfortable
with finishing the last touches of your Easter garments. The
calendar has graced us with a long sewing season, for
which we are all grateful.

We welcome Londa Rohlfing back as our guest this month.
Many of you sew for yourselves as well as children and
this article will be a big help to you. Honestly, I have sewn
all my life, and have never mastered putting in a zipper.
Londa makes it all sound so simple and I am anxious to try
her step by step method.

From all of us here at Bear Threads, we hope you have a
Bear Threads has been busy as well. Not only have we wonderful and Blessed Easter and I would like to leave you
raced to keep the shops stocked with all manner of goodies, with the following quote:
but we acquired the inventory from the owners of a
company wishing to close. We have a huge inventory of “The happiest people do not have the best of everything,
Maline laces that everyone loves – and at 30% off! The
They just make the best of everything they have.”
sale price applies to only those patterns gained in the
Author Unknown
acquisition, but all patterns are available at the regular
price. NOW is the time to check your inventory, and for Happy Stitching,
those patterns you sell often, STOCK UP at the sale prices.
Also, in the collection were silk fabrics, Irish linen, Swiss
batiste and Valenciennes laces. Please call for more
information.

Sheila

Inventory Acquisition
Maline laces are some of
the most beautiful laces
available today. With our
recent acquisition, we are
able to offer many at a
30% discount from regular
price. Availability varies.
Also
included
in
the
collection were fabrics and
French Valenciennes laces.
Call for more information.

A Study of Lace
Part III
Let us this month begin looking at the 4 main types of
lace. As I said at the beginning of our study, many types of
embroidery and needlework can be included in the broad
spectrum of ‘lace’. However, our study will narrow that
spectrum to some specific types, although I will
occasionally insert where other ‘laces’ might be placed.
1. Embroidered Laces
Cutwork – In the sixteenth century, cutwork was
done throughout Europe, as it is still done today,
under the family of Whitework. It is easy to
identify because it consists of holes cut into the
fabric and then embroidered around, most often
in white thread. Sometimes the holes were
crossed with bars or partially filled with other
designs. The predominant stitches were the
buttonhole and ‘oversewing’ which we would call
whipped or satin stitch. Older pieces of cutwork
may be identified by the frequent joins in the
fabric threads, since only short lengths of flax
could be handspun and hand woven at any one
time. Today Madeira and Broderie anglaise of the
mid nineteenth century are derivatives of this type
of lace.
Drawn and Pulled Threadwork – In technique,
little has changed from the manner it was originally
executed, and how it stitched today. In drawn
threadwork some of the threads are removed and
in pulled work they are pulled together and bound
with needle and thread. One of the main
derivatives of this type of lace was the Dresden
work, from Denmark and Germany in the late
seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. In the early
nineteenth century this type of work was
deteriorating on the continent, but it continued to
flourish in the United Kingdom in a modified
form known as Ayrshire work.
Filet and Buratto – Both of these date from early
times. Filet consisted of a hand-knotted
background similar to fishing net. The meshes
were usually square, but occasionally diamond in

shape. On this background the design was
embroidered using a darning stitch. In Buratto the
background appeared similar, but it was woven, so
that its production was much faster. Many of us
today have older pieces that we know as net
darning. Net darning and tulle embroidery is still
done today.
2. Needlepoint Laces
Now you can begin to see how needlepoint laces
evolved from embroidered laces, as the
fundamental unit of all needlepoint laces is also
the buttonhole stitch.
Therefore, the basic
appearance of needlepoint laces resembles
embroidery. The earliest needlepoint laces are
reticella and punto in aria. Both are geometric
and made up of squares and circles.
In making needlepoint lace, the pattern is drawn
on a strip of parchment, with outlining threads
tacked down along the edges of the design. The
spaces between them are filled with buttonhole
stitches. When this work is complete the linking
brides are put in to hold the toile together. Finally
the tacking threads are cut, and the lace is
removed from the parchment, which can then be
used again.
Reticella – Reticella is basically a filling in of a hole
made in the linen material by the extensive
removal of threads to form a frame between a half
and three inches square. Within this space threads
were first traversed diagonally, and then filled to a
greater or lesser extent by row upon row of closely
worked buttonhole stitches to form a solid-looking
design. In identifying reticella, look for the square
units, diagonals and the buttonhole stitch itself.
Punto in Aria - Simply an edging of buttonholes
worked in various patterns; it has no connection
with the fabric it is decorating as in the reticella. It
is often confused with Genoese bobbin lace which
is, in fact, an imitation of Punto in Aria!
English Needlepoint - Hollie Point
This is generally regarded as an English lace and it
is mentioned here only because of the geometric
appearance of the design, and because of the
technique, which differed from that of the other
needlepoint laces. It was a very flat lace made in a

continuous strip rather like a tape or ribbon. Neat
straight rows of tiny buttonhole stitches were
worked from one side of the strip to the other, and
the design was formed by a regular spacing of the
stitches so that gaps were left like small pinholes,
and eventually from these pinholes religious
characters would appear in outline and detail like a
pinwork picture.
All of the remaining needlepoint laces, no matter
the country of origin were non-geometric, but were
made in the same general way. That means the
motifs, whether they were flowers, people or
animals, were worked as separate units, and then
arranged in accordance with the design and finally
linked by brides of various kinds or by a reseau.
Venetian and Spanish Needlepoints – Six distinct
types of Venetian lace were made from the early
seventeenth century to the mid eighteenth century.
Gros Point, Rose Point, and Point de Neige
consisted of elaborately raised floral or leafy
encrustments. They are recognizable by their very
fine flax thread with a silky gloss, heavily padded
cordonnet, spided with picots and the broad
decorative brides.
Spanish Needlepoints closely mimicked Venetian,
except for a couple of small points of design, that
being of a type of caterpillar and of course the twoheaded imperial eagle.
French Needlepoints – Point de France
By about 1660, during the reign of Louis XIV, the
sums of money spent by the French court on
Venetian laces had become so immense that a
series of laws were passed prohibiting the
importation of foreign laces. They were, however,
even less effective than the Acts of Parliament of
Charles I and II of England. The native French
laces of that time were of poor quality and
unpopular leading to the initiation of the
development of a new lace center at Alencon in
Normandy in 1665. The superb needlepoints
produced there won the approval of the King, who
gave it the name Point de France. Adopted by the
court etiquette, the wearing of it became
compulsory. Its’ motifs were relatively small, with
only a slightly raised cordonnet.

Alencon - The lace, Alencon, not to be confused
with the city, was scarcely distinguishable as a
separate lace until in 1717, when it developed a
characteristic reseau consisting of looped stitches
twisted around with thread.
Another much
debated characteristic was the horsehair used to
pad the stiffly raised cordonnet and covered firmly
with buttonhole stitches. Some say horsehair was
never used, only human hair, while others say,
indeed, the sharp ends of the horsehair protruded
and tended to catch in the reseau and damage it.
We do know that in the later eighteenth century,
the Alencon and Argentan laces distinguished by
their raised cordonnet, were used as winter laces
and the bobbin laces of Mechlin, Lille, Caen and
Spain were considered summer laces.
Belgium and Ireland also had their fingers in the
needlepoint lace making pie, but less was made in
Belgium or Flanders than Italy or France. Ireland
produced its’ share of bogus seventeenth-century
Venetian raised point and flat point laces. Some
was quite well done, however the quality of the
thread never approached the superlative fineness
of the earlier work in France and Italy. Ireland
did, however have a needlepoint lace which was
entirely its own. It was begun in 1846 when the
distress caused by the potato famine made some
secondary occupations very needful. This lace was
known as Youghal and the designs were mainly a
bold flowing arrangement of wild flowers, the
petals shaded by varying the closeness of the
stitches to each other.
The twentieth century saw Ireland, Belgium and
Hong Kong continuing to produce some
tablecloths and coverlets by hand, but with no
distinction between country of design, and no
artistic merit.
Note from the writer:
As mentioned from the start of this series, I
apologize for the lack of a complete description of
ALL types of embroidered or Needlepoint laces.
There simply is not time in a monthly newsletter
to fully delve into this subject. I hope I have
whetted your appetite and you will join me next
month for our continuation:
A Study of Lace – Part IV – Bobbin Laces of
Flanders, Italy, Spain and Brussels

Sheila T. Nicol

FYI
The study of lace is a complex subject at best, but
further complicated by many similar laces being
made in numerous countries. They may have
been named by their type or in some cases named
for the country or city of their production. Then
we have the translations to one language and
then another and pretty soon, it is a complicated
maze!
To help I offer the following:
Reseau – French for the handmade ground.
Equivalents are: ‘mesh, net, ground, and fond’
Bars, brides and bridges – All are names for the
buttonholed connecting bars from the design to
the fabric.
Point d’esprit – spots, dots, leadworks, plaits and
tallies all equal to a tulle type ground with dots.
Footing – We use the term today for a plain
ground with no pattern, most often used in
conservation of laces. Footing was originally
meant to refer to the straight side of an edging, as
the side attached to the material is the Heading!
Needlepoint – All lace scholars know that
Needlepoint are those laces made from built up
buttonholed ‘bars’; However needlepoint to
Americans and most British means a very
different type of embroidery on canvas.
And now you know!

What?!? An Easter Stocking?!? If you are tired of your Easter
basket, try making an Easter stocking. It’s a great way to use
those snippets of lace and small scraps of your favorite heirloom
fabric. Either way, basket or stocking, may the Bunny be sweet
to you this Easter.

YÜÉÅ à{x eÉçtÄ VÄÉáxà
Dressing Your Little Prince

Theodore was ‘hopping’ mad when
I asked him to model this outfit for
you. He thinks it addresses his male
bear hood – Well, we think it is
perfect for both he and Prince
George. The fabric is Swiss Faille,
and the shirt is Swiss Silky Cotton.
The shirt is trimmed with,
appropriately, ‘chocolate’ bunnies
and the geometric ‘boy’ lace. Let’s
just hope Prince George and
Theodore doesn’t get their real
chocolate bunnies smeared from
their paws to their clothes.

Zippers...the RIGHT Way
by Londa Rohlfing
Below are 2 portions of Londa's total
$6 Zipper Manifesto Talking Pattern™
PDF delivery only.
You can order it in its entirety at the following link:

needed! Cut off the excess zipper above this edge ‐ AFTER
pulling the tab down and opening the zipper! BE SURE to pull
the zipper tab DOWN before sewing across and cutting off the
excess as it is almost IMPOSSIBLE to get the zipper tab back on
the zipper.
CENTERED ZIPPER APPLICATION
Sometimes, a centered look is desirable for zipper application.
For that application, I am confident you will find this technique
really helpful.

http://www.londas‐sewing.com/shop/product/londas‐zipper‐
Generally, instructions include machine basting the center back
manifesto‐talking‐pattern‐pdf‐delivery‐only/
seam closed, then centering the zipper over the seam, and
Over the years, I've often said that in sewing, there are few stitching along both sides. Though it sounds simple, this will
absolutes; very few 'how‐to's that are 'TRUE', and the ONLY almost always result in the zipper teeth showing when the
right way of doing something. I guess that's why I like to sew ‐ initial basting is loosened. On top of that, if you start at one top
because I can do it 'my way' and it still works. How about you? edge, stitch down and across the bottom and back up the
remaining side, I PROMISE you'll have diagonal drag lines! Give
On the other hand ‐ when I teach, I try to clearly define the the following technique a try, and you will NOT see the zipper
(few) techniques that have real REASONS for being done a coil, NOR will you have diagonal drag lines.
certain way. While the internet is a spectacular thing, and I
LOVE that many, many people are either coming back to sewing
or starting to sew, I have to admit that often I cringe when I see
or read certain techniques. Though ‐ of course it still is true
that you can do lots of things many different ways, it is also true
that there definitely ARE techniques that just work BETTER
when done a certain way because doing it that way will prevent
or eliminate certain 'consequences'. The sad thing is that our
standards have disappeared. In my humble opinion ‐ they've
disappeared in many ways in our society. But, an uneven edge
is still uneven ‐ and not good if it was supposed to be even. A
zipper that shows ‐ when it was supposed to be invisible ‐ still
shows. A seam that isn't supposed to have diagonal 'drag' lines
will still have those when it is sewn in opposing directions.
While any technique will work, there are just some techniques
that are BETTER. In this month's column and also next month's,
I will share sewing techniques that ‐ in my humble opinion ‐ are
a BETTER way of doing certain sewing tasks ‐ AND, I'll explain
WHY.

1. Do NOT baste the opening together along the seam line as
instructed. INSTEAD, press the seam allowances under.
2. Open the zipper. Pin one fold over the opened zipper, lining
up the fold with the edges of the zipper teeth so that the fabric
fold covers the teeth COMPLETELY! Complete one side, then do
the same on the other side ‐ taking care to match any pattern,
seam line, and top edges.
3. Baste BY HAND, making a back stitch every now and then to
prevent shifting during permanent stitching. Close the zipper
after basting and you will notice that the fabric center folds
almost create a little mountain along the zipper center. This is
A‐OK!

4. Permanent stitching may be done by hand picking or by
machine. Remember to ALWAYS start at the center bottom of
the zipper and stitch UP one side. Return to the center bottom
and stitch up the remaining side. See Figure 1. For a stitching
guide,
you might want to consider placing 'Scotch' tape along
GENERAL GUIDELINES: I use only nylon coil zippers, and most
the
stitching
line.
frequently select the lightest weight version available. (I
haven't yet made typical denim jeans!) If the top edge is
finished with a waistband, I ALWAYS use the next longer length This is a VERY important rule in sewing: Parallel sides of an
than the pattern suggests, or for which the situation calls. For opening should ALWAYS be stitched in the same direction. If
example: if a skirt pattern recommends a 7" zipper, I get a 9" not stitched in the same direction, expect diagonal pulls or what
length. When applying, the bottom coil is set at the same place I call 'drag lines'.
and the garment top edge (and is later cut off). The reason this
works BEST? Because using a longer zipper will prevent: 1.
stitching 'hiccups' or an uneven stitching line around the zipper
tab 2. a gap between the zipper coil and action and the upper
finish (whether a waistband or a facing).
When applying the waistband, sew over the nylon coil at the
exact place necessary ‐ thereby shortening it to the length

LONDA'S FLY FRONT ZIPPER APPLICATION
Treat yourself to my pattern direction‐delivery invention: The
Talking Pattern™!!!
Log on to this Gallery at my website and you can HEAR me
explain each and every step as you look at the colored
photograph! All you need to do is to click on the photo in the
gallery, then wait for the audio bar to load below the
photograph, then click on the bar and listen! ALL of my patterns
for Creative Knit Jackets and Artistic T's work this way ‐ in
addition to my book on jackets on a sweatshirt base: Creative
Sweatshirt Jackets...Londa's Way Book 2.
For a ‘taste’ of how my Talking Patterns™ work, click on the
link below to go to the FREE Gallery I've decided to share on
my Fly Front Zipper Technique.
http://www.londas‐sewing.com/gallery/28/
If you like how this works ‐ be sure to purchase the entire
Zipper Manifesto Talking Pattern PDF at this link:
http://www.londas‐sewing.com/shop/product/londas‐zipper‐
manifesto‐talking‐pattern‐pdf‐delivery‐only/

Photo z2

1. CUTTING ‐ Change pattern so that you have a 2" extension
from the center front SEAM line and 9" long. See Photo z3
below. Fold the extension back on the original cutting line of
the top edge of the pattern to trace the line as shown in Photo
z4 below.

I've made more than my share of pants through the years ‐ for
myself, my son and husband, in custom dress‐making, and in
MANY classes. This is my own technique ... hammered out from
all that experience.
IMPORTANT NOTE: Always use a 9" nylon col zipper ‐ even if
you really want only a 7" (or less) long zipper. You'll see why....
(similar to the Lapped Application).
ALTER the pattern so that the center front line of the pant is on
STRAIGHT GRAIN. You can see in Photo z1 below that the front
seam is NOT on perfect straight grain.
Slash along seam line and spread so that the center front seam Photo z3
line IS on straight grain as you see I've done in Photo z2 below.
This will increase the width around the front some ‐ but just
increase the size of the dart or take in the side seam to adjust
accordingly.

Photo z4
Photo z1

2. MARK ‐by making a snip at the top edge as shown in Photo
z5. POINT A which is the Center Front (CF) seam line.
POINT B which is 5/8" out into the extension from Point A.
POINT C which is on the seam line, 3/4" above the intersection
of the extension and the crotch cutting line.

Photo z8

5. Press extensions as they will lay: LADIE'S zippers should lap
right over left ‐ to match our tops (directions follow). MEN'S
zippers should lap left over right ‐ to match their tops.
Press 1 3/8" under on LEFT front, or a line from the clip at Point
B down to the raw crotch line edge. See Photo z8 above. Press
under 2" on the extension on the RIGHT front, or a line from the
clip at Point A down to Point C. See Photo z9 below.
Photo z5

Photo z6

3. INTERFACE the right front zipper extension area to give it
some 'oomph' needed as shown in Photo z6. FINISH the edges
of the front extensions and front crotch edges with serging or
turning under and stitching.

Photo z9

4. Stitch the center front crotch seam from POINT C to within1"
from the cut inseam edge. The entire crotch seam should be
sewn AFTER the inseams are joined, for wearing comfort. See
Photo z7.

Photo z10
Photo z7

Now...get situated for easy sewing: attach zipper foot to the
left of the needle. Lay your work with the top edge of the fabric
towards you. ALWAYS stitch from the bottom to the top of the
zipper for EACH step.
6. Lay the folded underlap on the left front next to the left side
of the zipper coil, placing the bottom tab of the coil below
POINT C. See Photo z10 above.
Stitch 1/8" from the fold with the zipper foot on the left of the
needle. Adjust the needle so that it is over to the right (On my
Brother Quattro 3 I used the stitch width button to put it all the
way to the right at 7mm setting.) IN fact, on my machine, I
realized I could just guide the metal right hand side of the foot
along the fabric folded edge as you see the pin pointing to in
the Photo z12. Now you see why a 9" zipper is best: the tab
will be laying way up off the edge of the pant at the top edge,
so there will not be any 'bump' for you to maneuver around.
Remember, stitch from the bottom to the top. See Photo z12.
In Photo z13 you can see that I've chalked in where the curved
final stitching will go ‐ completely missing the lower metal tab
of the zipper due to the directed placement further DOWN.
Yes, eventually you'll be stitching THROUGH the zipper coil at
the bottom.
Photo z13

7. Lay the overlap or right side seam down over the left side,
matching up POINT A clips. See Photo z14. Pin through all the
layers on the fold as it will lay when finished. Fold the right side
of the pant over to the left. With zipper foot now to the right
side of the needle, stitch through the zipper tape and the right
front extension as it lays on top of the zipper. You will be able
to 'feel' the teeth through the extension, so the stitching will be
able to place right along the right edge of the zipper coil. See
Photo z15.

Photo z12

Photo z14

Photo z17
Photo z15

8. Flip the right side of the pant back over to the right, so the
right side is up. Topstitch through all layers 1 1/2" from the
center front fold, beginning with a curve at bottom POINT C.
The bottom zipper stop should be below POINT C, causing no
problems in stitching. It is easy to stitch right through the nylon
zipper coil. Leave long threads so that they can be pulled to the
inside and knotted. Use the Chakoner to sketch in this bottom
curve and straight line on which to stitch. See Photo z16. You
could even create a cardboard stitching template to use over
and over in this situation.
9. Stitch along the curved and straight line you have chalked,
starting with a 'stitch in place tie‐off stitch, and going through
ALL layers. See Photo z17. As you stitch, consciously ease the
fabric up towards the needle and up to the north east as shown
in Photo z18 to prevent this side from 'schootching up' and
becoming longer. The fact that you changed this all to be on
the straight grain will help immensely here, and also will reduce
Photo z18
diagonal pulls in the fly front zipper area.

Photo z16

Photo z19

10. You can see in Photo z20 how hidden, 'back inside' the fly
front zipper this application is! Photo z21 shows pulling the
thread from the front to the back at the bottom of the curved
stitching and knotting for security. Thread the long threads on
a needle and 'bury' them within the layers instead of cutting
close to the knot.

right over the zipper coil, shortening it exactly ‐ leaving no
unsightly hole between the top of the zipper and the bottom of
the waistband.
Following the rule of stitching from the BOTTOM to the TOP of
the zipper for EACH and EVERY Step will definitely
'professionalize' your fly front zipper application technique!

Londa Rohlfing is a 'seasoned' seamstress, having
sewn for 50 years with 40 of that as a professional.
She has owned her own dressmaking service
business, a retail storefront offering machines and
fine fabrics, and now she designs patterns and
travels the country teaching her love: creative
sewing at both shops and guilds. Londa's website
featuring her own books, Talking Patterns™, and
DVDs as well as wonderful personal service or
many hard-to-find notions at great prices is:
Londa's Creative Threads

http://www.londas-sewing.com

Photo z20

Chocolate bunnies should be eaten ears first,
according to 76% of Americans. Five percent said
bunnies should be eaten feet first, while 4%
favored eating the tail first.
90 Million…chocolate bunnies are made for
Easter each year!

Photo z21

Visit us on the web at www.bearthreadsltd.com

To place an order contact us at 404-255-5083 or 404-255-4001 fax
11. Be SURE to have the tab pulled down, or the zipper open,
"Bear in Mind" articles are available on our website. Encourage your customers
when the waistband is applied. The waistline seam will be sewn

to check out our website for information and inspiration.

